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Abstract11

Frequency multiplication is a process where harmonic multiples of the input frequency12

are generated. It is usually achieved in non-linear electronic circuits [1] or transmission13

lines [2]. Such elements enable the up-conversion of electronic signals to GHz frequen-14

cies and are essential for frequency synthesizers and communication devices. Circuits15

based on the propagation and interaction of spin waves are a promising alternative to con-16

ventional electronics [3, 4]. Unfortunately, these systems usually require direct driving17

in the GHz range as magnonic frequency up-conversion is restricted to a few harmonics18

only [5–7]. Here we show that the ferromagnetic material itself can act as a six octave19

spanning frequency multiplier. By studying low frequency magnetic excitations in a con-20

tinuous ferromagnetic layer we show that the non-linearity of magnetization dynamics21

combined with disorder in the ferromagnet leads to the emergence of a dynamic phase22

generating high harmonics. The demonstrated broad band frequency multiplication opens23

exciting perspectives for magnonic and spintronic applications since the frequency is up-24

converted from MHz into GHz frequencies within the magnetic medium itself. Due to the25

ease at which magnetic media can be structured and modified spatially (and reversibly)26

we anticipate that a tailored non-linear dynamic phase can be engineered e.g. to stabilize27

magnetic solitons [8–10].28

Spin waves in magnetic materials typically oscillate in the GHz range. For many applications the29

possibility of frequency up-conversion using the non-linearity of the magnetization dynamics would30

be desirable but has been restricted typically to a few harmonics only [5–7]. Such non-perturbative31

frequency multiplication processes over several octaves were only observed at optical frequencies in32

response to extremely intense laser pulses [11, 12]. The non-linear behavior can either emerge when33

an external driving force exceeds a threshold or from the intrinsic non-linearity of the equation of mo-34

tion itself. In the case of spin waves major attention went into studying the threshold behavior with35

respect to the radio frequency (rf) pumping field showing that large excitation amplitudes drive non-36

linear spin wave modes [13–17]. These non-linear excitations are utilized in spintronic devices such37
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as memory applications [18–21] and spin transfer torque-driven nano-oscillators [22–26]. As the stiff-38

ness is reduced in a magnetic system, highly elliptical precession at high amplitudes can be excited.39

In this regime the motion of the magnetization vector itself generates a large modulation field acting40

back on the magnetization rendering the Suhl instability model [13] invalid. For large modulation41

amplitudes critical spin waves emerge at half integer multiples of the pumping frequency [27].42

In this article, we explore the non-linear response of a soft ferromagnet close to zero magnetic43

field at large driving amplitudes and small frequencies. Spin waves are probed using diamond Ni-44

trogen vacancy (NV) center nanoscale magnetometry [28–34] and time-resolved magneto optic Kerr45

microscopy (MOKE) [35–37]. In the measurements we indeed find evidence for the expected spin46

waves precessing at 3/2 of the driving frequency and - very surprisingly - a series of additional spin47

wave excitations precessing at up to the 60th harmonic of the pumping frequency. This result can be48

understood by a generalized theory of spin-wave turbulence.49

In experiments a ferromagnetic (FM) Ni80Fe20 layer is deposited on top of an Au coplanar waveg-50

uide (CPW) and covered with nano-diamonds containing NV centers [28, 29, 33, 38], as illustrated51

in Fig. 1a. The rf magnetic fields generated by the CPW excite the electron spin resonance (ESR) in52

diamond NV centers as well as magnetization dynamics in the FM layer. In NV center magnetometry53

the ESR of the NV centers is optically detected by monitoring their photoluminescence (PL), i.e.,54

optical detection of magnetic resonance (ODMR) [39–41]. Fig. 1b shows the measured PL intensity55

modulation due to microwave excitation recorded from the NV center ensemble as a function of static56

bias field and the rf excitation frequency, frf .57

Whenever applied magnetic field and rf frequency coincide with the ESR condition an increase in58

the PL signal is observed. In addition to the expected ESR signal of the individual NV centers (dotted59

lines in Fig. 1b), we find a number of additional features in the ODMR signal due to the proximity60

of the FM layer. At first glance these may be characterized as follows: (I) a continuous resonance61

at and below the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) field, (II) a strong enhancement at 2/3 of the NV62

centers resonance frequency and (III) a series of resonance lines at low bias fields. The occurrence of63

the FMR in the ODMR signal (I) has been observed before [30–33, 42, 43] and the effect is attributed64

to dipolar stray fields generated by spin waves acting on the NV centers [31]. Feature (II) occurs65
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at a frequency of 2/3 fESR, i.e., at 1.9GHz. The observation of resonance at a fractional multiple66

of the ESR frequency is at a first glance not expected. However, recently indirect evidence of non-67

linear spin wave generation at 3/2 frf has been reported for small bias fields [27]. The corresponding68

dynamic stray fields lead to an ODMR signal if the driving frequency matches 2/3 fESR confirmed69

by the experiment. Furthermore, in agreement with the prediction these spin wave modes follow a70

threshold behavior, as shown in extended data Fig. S2.71

For magnetic fields below 4mT a series of narrow resonance lines whose spacing scales down with72

decreasing frequency as shown in Fig. 2 is observed (feature III). One finds that these lines actually73

represent a frequency comb and occur at frequencies fESR/n, where n is an integer. In fact, all of these74

resonances are very sharp replicas of the ESR cone of the NV centers (around 2.87GHz) occurring75

at nth fraction of the ESR frequency. The observed Zeeman splitting of the harmonic resonances is76

proportional to the bias field and scales inversely with the mode number n. In the inset of Fig. 2 more77

than 60 harmonics of the excitation frequency are observed with a signal amplitude comparable to78

the main ESR signal of the NV ensemble and only weakly decaying with increasing n. The harmonic79

ESR lines are a consequence of the presence of the FM layer (see extended data Figure S1 for more80

details) and their origin must be attributed to the dynamic response of the FM layer. The observation81

of such a frequency comb is not at all expected and deserves close attention.82

In order to investigate the spin wave modes responsible for the frequency comb we directly map the83

dynamic response at higher harmonics of the excitation using super-Nyquist-sampling MOKE (SNS-84

MOKE). We observe a frequency comb of the fundamental frequency (in this case 191MHz) which85

surprisingly extends up to several GHz. In this particular case, the 15th harmonic of the generated86

frequency comb matches the ESR (15 · 191MHz = 2.87GHz) frequency and thereby causes the87

ODMR signal observed at 191MHz frf . The same argument applies for all sub-harmonic frequencies88

fn whenever n ·f = 2.87GHz is satisfied resulting in the frequency comb. In Fig. 3 spatially-resolved89

measurements of magnitude and phase of the dynamic magnetization are shown exemplary of the90

1st, 10th, and 20th harmonic. Here one finds an almost homogeneous response at the first harmonic91

(fundamental) and an increasingly fragmented spatial modulation in the micron and sub-micron range92

for higher harmonics (all harmonics in extended data Fig. S5). The frequency comb generation is most93
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pronounced at magnetic bias fields below 2mT.94

We perform micromagnetic simulations in order to understand this peculiar behavior. Interestingly,95

a simulation of a homogeneous magnetic layer cannot reproduce the observed behavior as the exper-96

imental result differs in two important points: First, only a few harmonics of the excitation frequency97

are predicted, as shown for frf = 191MHz in Fig. 4a (red curve). Second, the simulation only pre-98

dicts odd harmonics in the z component of the stray field. This result is not surprising since, based99

on the equation of motion of the magnetization and its intrinsic non-linearity, one indeed expects just100

a few odd harmonics with rapidly decreasing amplitude. However, the experiment does not show101

any difference between even and odd harmonics. Therefore, a crucial aspect must be missing in the102

discussion.103

Given an excitation amplitude of a few hundred µT and the magnetic bias field (stiffness) of similar104

magnitude one can expect large in-plane excursion angles for the magnetization of up to 45 deg. In105

this case, the typical description of non-linear magnetization dynamics via first and second order Suhl106

instabilities [13] becomes invalid. Here, a description which takes the large modulation amplitude107

into account is required. To this end, we consider a solution of the equation of motion directly in108

k-space. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation is transformed to the Mathieu equation [44]109

and real and imaginary parts of the spin-wave frequency are numerically evaluated as function of the110

in-plane wave vector [27]. This approach ensures a valid description of magnetization dynamics even111

in the limit of strong modulation. Figures 4b and 4c depict the results of this treatment. The equation112

of motion alone in the case of strong driving gives rise to strongly increased spin-wave lifetimes at113

discrete points in k-space. These lifetime pockets allow for the existence of previously unexpected114

exotic spin wave modes at multiples of the excitation frequency. However, this important finding115

alone does not explain why it is even possible to populate these modes.116

So far, we only considered the idealized case of uniform magnetization. However, it is known that117

soft magnetic materials such as Ni80Fe20 can exhibit a non-collinear spin texture at very low internal118

magnetic fields e.g., due to a spatially varying anisotropy or dipolar effects induced by roughness or119

polycrystallinity. At low magnetic fields this effect typically results in a broad magnetic resonance120

response [45] as well as so called concertina patterns [46]. Intuitively, one can now see how non-121
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collinearity may promote the observed harmonic generation in presence of a uniform driving field: the122

increased lifetimes arising from the strong modulation in the equation of motion in combination with123

the non-uniformity of the magnetic texture provides the momentum necessary for direct excitation into124

those modes and facilitates the observed mutual frequency multiplication. This reasoning is confirmed125

by including a small variation of the magnetic properties into the micromagnetic simulation. As126

shown in Fig. 4a (blue curve) a small inhomogeneity results in a dramatic change, i.e. an emerging127

frequency comb extending up to 4GHz, consistent with our experimental findings.128

Our results demonstrate that all the - at first glance very surprising - phenomena in the PL signal can129

be explained by the rather peculiar dynamic behavior of the ferromagnetic layer. Very interestingly,130

a simple and nominally homogeneous layer of ferromagnetic material (in our case Ni80Fe20) can be131

used to generate a frequency comb spanning 6 octaves. Using time-resolved Kerr microscopy we can132

correlate this frequency multiplying behavior to the emergence of a collective dynamic phase. As we133

demonstrate by the magneto optic images (Fig. 3) a standing spin wave pattern establishes itself at134

all harmonics of the excitation frequency within the spin wave band. The wave vector of the excited135

spin wave patterns roughly follows the center of the corresponding spin wave band as illustrated in136

extended data Fig. S6. Interestingly, a certain amount of disorder in the magnetization is required in137

the simulations in order to reproduce the experimental result.138

From a fundamental point of view the effect of phase stable pattern formation at many harmonics139

discussed in this article represents a self synchronization phenomenon. Such effects are occurring in140

a large variety of systems ranging from the synchronization of planetary or moon orbits [47], periodic141

chemical reactions [48] to crowd synchronization in behavioral analytics [49]. In the present case the142

rf excitation at low bias field leads to the formation of a phase-stable time-periodic magnetization143

pattern and thus essentially realizes a driven Floquet system.144

The presented possibility of frequency multiplication under cw conditions within the magnetic145

medium itself opens exciting perspectives for magnonic and spintronic applications operating in the146

GHz range while conveniently being controlled with MHz input signals. In future experiments, the147

properties of magnetic layers can be easily tuned by lithographic patterning or reversibly imprinting148

a magnetic texture via the application of magnetic fields or spin currents [50–52]. This paves the149
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way towards targeted engineering of all-magnetic devices utilizing the observed robust self-organized150

dynamic state e.g as spin wave sources, amplifiers or mixers as pure spin electronic devices. Further-151

more, the observed phase-locked dynamics at the harmonics indicates the possibility to generate and152

stabilize magnetic solitons [8–10].153
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154

Fig. 1 | NV center detection of spin waves a) Measurement geometry. We investigate a 20 nm thick

ferromagnetic Ni80Fe20 layer on top of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) by means of nano-diamonds

containing NV centers dispersed on the sample, which act as local stray field sensors. b) Photolumi-

nescence (PL) contrast as a function of bias field and excitation frequency. Blue and red dotted lines

indicate the calculated electron spin resonance (ESR) of the NV centers. The adjacent ferromagnet

introduces additional PL signals: (I) FMR, (II) non-linear spin waves at 2/3 of fESR and (III) a series

of replicas of the ESR at low magnetic bias fields and frequencies.
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163

Fig. 2 | ODMR detection of frequency comb generation at low magnetic bias field. More than

50 harmonics of the driving frequency are detected (inset). The driving rf power is 16 dBm. The left

figure shows a cut at a constant bias field of 0.5mT obtained with a different modulation method to

suppress the FMR background (see Fig. S3 for a direct comparison). The grey lines indicate peak

positions at 1/n fractions of the NV centers ESR frequency (2.87GHz).
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170

Fig. 3 | SNS-MOKE measurements. Spatially-resolved SNS-MOKE magnitude (upper panel) and

phase (lower panel). All measurements were obtained at 0.5mT bias field with a fixed excitation

frequency of 191MHz while the detection frequency was set to the a) 1st, b) 10th and c) 20th harmonic

of the excitation, respectively.
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176

Fig. 4 | Micromagnetic simulation and k-space model. a) Fourier-Spectrum of the z-component

of the magnetization simulated for an ideal and a more realistic film composed of grains having a

slight variation of the magnetic properties. The simulations were carried out with a driving amplitude

of 19 dBm at a frequency of 191MHz (green area) and 0.5mT bias field applied along x-axis. The

grey area indicates the frequency fESR to which NV centers are sensitive. b) and c) show k-dependent

decay rates in the spin wave spectrum obtained by solving the LLG equation in k-space. b) shows

a cut at ky = 0. c) includes an examplary iso-frequency line (black) of the 11th harmonic of the

excitation frequency (here 319MHz).
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Methods186

Sample preparation187

A CPW pattern was created on an MgO substrate via electron beam lithography (EBL). Subsequently,188

a layer sequence of 5 nm of Cr adhesive, 100 nm of Au and 20 nm of Ni80Fe20 was deposited on the189

sample via thermal deposition. After the lift-off, a 100 nm-thick Al2O3 capping layer was deposited190

via atomic layer deposition (ALD). In a final step nano-diamonds are dispersed from a solution on top191

of the CPW. The sample was mounted on an rf-capable sample holder and the CPW was connected192

via wire bonds to the rf contacts.193

ODMR setup194

The ODMR setup consists of a confocal microscope where the sample is mounted on a three-axis195

piezo stage allowing for alignment or scanning the sample in spatially resolved measurements. An196

electromagnet is used to apply static bias fields of up to 150mT. The sample is illuminated with197

532 nm cw laser light which is focused on the surface via a 0.6 NA objective. The 600 nm to 800 nm198

fluorescence light is collected with the objective and detected via an amplified photodiode. The199

fluorescence signal contains a proportion sensitive to rf excitation as well as magnetic field. Excitation200

powers of up to 22 dBm are realizable. The transmitted rf power through the sample is measured and201

used to calibrate the applied rf power over a large frequency range from 10MHz up to 4GHz. To202

allow for lock-in detection of the PL signal, either the amplitude of the rf excitation applied through203

the CPW or the applied bias field can be modulated yielding different kinds of information (see204

extended data Fig. S3 for comparison).205

Nano-diamonds206

The nano-diamonds dispersed on top of the sample have an average size of 2 nm to 4 nm and contain207

one or a few NV centers each [38]. The thickness of the NV-center layer is estimated to a few 100 nm208

up to 1 µm as the nano-diamonds tend to stick together and form larger chunks. Because of the209
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dispersion procedure where the diamonds are taken from a solution the orientation of the individual210

diamonds lattice and therefore the orientation of the NV centers axes is randomly distributed with211

respect to the applied external bias field. Since every NV center experiences the projection of the bias212

field onto its axis, the effective field ranges from zero up to the full applied field. This causes the213

discrete Zeeman-split energy levels, which could be observed for a single NV center, to smear out214

and form a whole ESR-cone in case of the NV ensemble.215

SNS-MOKE216

In super-Nyquist sampling magneto-optical Kerr microscopy (SNS-MOKE) we utilize a femtosecond217

laser operating at 520 nm with a repetition rate of 80MHz. By exploiting aliasing processes SNS-218

MOKE allows to set the microwave excitation to arbitrary frequencies in contrast to conventional219

time-resolved techniques where the excitation is limited to discrete multiples of the repetition rate220

of the laser system. By overcoming this limitation and utilizing a multi-frequency lock-in amplifier221

simultaneous measurements at different harmonics of the driving frequency can be performed. Due222

to the inherent modulation scheme of the SNS-MOKE no external modulation (e.g., rf-amplitude223

modulation) is required and the obtained signals are proportional to the real and imaginary part of the224

dynamic susceptibility in the different harmonics.225

Micromagnetic simulations226

To corroborate the assumption that all of the observed features are caused by processes within the FM227

layer which is coupled to the NV ensemble in its vicinity via stray fields , micromagnetic simulations228

are carried out. For this purpose, the software package MuMax3 [53] is utilized to simulate the time229

evolution of the magnetization within the FM layer. The parameters of the model are based on the real230

sample properties. A 20 nm thick layer of FM with and without 100 nm-sized grains to represent the231

polycrystalline properties of Ni80Fe20 is simulated. The magnetic parameters are α = 0.008, KU =232

500 J/m3 and MSat = 866 kA/m which are expected for the Ni80Fe20 alloy used in the experiment.233

In grains are present, the parameters are randomly varied by up to 2%. During the simulation a static234

in-plane bias field is applied in x-direction along the CPW together with rf excitation perpendicular to235
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the CPW. The size of the simulated region is 5 µm by 5 µm with periodic boundary conditions making236

up for an infinitely sized sample. In this model we assume that the sample boundaries are irrelevant237

to reproduce the measured features. The simulated time trace of the magnetization is evaluated and238

by means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) in each cell and subsequently averaged over the entire239

sample (Fig. 4).240

Theoretical model241

The processes observed in the experiments are mediated by the large elliptical precessional motion of242

the magnetization within the film plane. This ellipticity gives rise to an inherent frequency modulation243

within each precession period. To address this modulation, we utilized the model introduced by Bauer244

et al. [27] to directly solve the LLG equation in reciprocal space within the strong modulation regime.245

Therefore, the LLG equation is transformed into the Mathieu equation[44]246

f ′′ + (a− 2q cos(2x))f = 0 (1)

where, a = (ωk/ωmod)
2 contains the spin-wave frequency ωk and the modulation frequency ωmod and247

q is the modulation strength. The solution of the Mathieu equation has the form248

F (a, q, x) = eiν(a,q)x · P (a, q, x) (2)

with the complex Mathieu exponent ν(a, q) and a periodic function P . The real part of ν(a, q) for a249

given in-plane wave vector yields the frequency of the excited spin wave and thus results in the spin-250

wave dispersion as function of kx and ky. The imaginary part results in the spin-wave lifetime and251

allows to determine threshold values where non-linear spin waves become critical. The iso-frequency252

lines of higher harmonics and the corresponding increased spin-wave lifetimes were calculated by253

using the following parameters: α = 0.008, Aex = 13 pJ/m and MSat = 866 kA/m.254
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Extended data and supplementary figures388

389

Fig. S1 | Influence of FM. Comparison of two measurements on the same sample, a) on the signal line

(where the FM Ni80Fe20 is present) and b) in the gap of the CPW where it is not. Both measurements

show the NV centers ESR at 2.87GHz, while only the FM measurement reveals plenty of different

features at lower frequencies. The rf excitation power in both measurements is 16 dBm which results

in slightly different driving amplitudes directly on the SL compared to the gap. To account for this

the signals are scaled independently.
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397

Fig. S2 | Power dependence of the PL signal. a,b) NLSW at 2/3 fESR exhibiting a threshold be-

havior, as expected for parametric spin wave generation. c) power dependence of the PL signal for

ESR (2870MHz, 1mT), FMR (1200MHz, 1.4mT), 3rd harmonic (954MHz, 2.3mT) and NLSW

(1940MHz, 4.2mT). The solid lines represent a guide to the eye.
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403

Fig. S3 | ODMR modulation techniques. Comparison of the two employed modulation techniques

used to enable lock-in detection. a) Amplitude modulation of the rf excitation and b) modulation of

the bias field. Both methods display the same features while b) can be understood as the derivative of

a) with respect to bias field. Therefore, a change in PL signal is very pronounced and yields strong

contrast in b), whereas plateaus visible in a) are not detected in b). This renders the two modulation

methods complementary. The rf excitation power in both measurements is 19 dBm.
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411

Fig. S4 | ODMR measurement of YIG. Analogous measurement on a 100 nm-thick YIG film at

15 dBm excitation power. The low damping of YIG gives rise to plenty of spin wave modes which

are experimentally accessible with the ODMR technique. However, the higher magnetic stiffness of

YIG suppresses the generation of harmonics in the low-field regime observed in Ni80Fe20.
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417

Fig. S5 | Spatially-resolved MOKE imaging of higher harmonics. SNS-MOKE measurements

were performed with up to 20 different detection channels. Here, the phase of the dynamic response

at the corresponding detection frequency is shown for 1/2 ω in a), 3/4 ω in b) and the 1st - 18th

harmonic in panels c)-t), respectively. The excitation frequency was set to 159MHz at a rf-power

level of 19 dBm while the external magnetic field was fixed at 0.5mT. The non-integer harmonics

show no signal but only random phase noise while for the integer harmonics this changes completely.

For the first harmonics a mostly uniform phase is detected. However, for higher harmonic numbers

the uniformity reduces and a phase stable spin wave pattern forms who’s lateral dimensions decrease

with frequency.
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428

Fig. S6 | Wave vector spectrum for different excitation frequencies. In a) the in-plane wave

number of higher harmonics extracted from spatially resolved phase maps at varying excitation fre-

quencies is plotted. In addition, the spin wave dispersion branches in Damon Eshbach (DE) and

backward volume (BV) geometry are depicted for an external magnetic field of 0.5mT (grey lines).

For harmonics at frequencies below the spin wave band a mostly uniform signal is detected resulting

in k = 0. After passing the BV dispersion branch different wave vector components appear. Surpris-

ingly, for harmonics at frequencies above 1GHz the wave numbers follow a defined branch within

the spin wave band which corresponds to angular orientations between 35◦ and 45◦ (dark grey). In

panel b)-d) exemplary 2D-FFT patterns of the 5th, 10th and 15th harmonics for an excitation frequency

of 319MHz again show the shift of the wave vector towards larger values with increasing harmonic

mode number.
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441

Fig. S7 | Optical FMR measurements and power dependent lineshape changes. a) Ferromagnetic

resonance field extracted from frequency dependent SNS-MOKE measurements for low power exci-

tation. The blue line shows a fit to the Kittel equation well matching the expected magnetic properties

for Ni80Fe20. The dashed line indicates the region shown in b). Here, at a frequency of 2.4GHz field

swept measurements at different power levels were performed. The dashed line indicates the position

of the low power FMR. For larger excitation levels the resonance broadens and shifts towards lower

field values[14].
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